
Challenging journalism 
or creating further opportunities?



The Challenges faced by Blogging



 73 % of all internet users get their news from 
the internet.

 8 % of internet users, or about 12 million 
American adults, keep a blog .

 9 % or about 57 million American adults read 
blogs.



Of 142 daily newspaper websites sampled 

nationally, the percentage offering blogs doubled 

from 33 percent in 2005 to 61 percent in 2006 

(Lowrey, 2006).

33%

61%



 WHY?



 Blogging is presenting an increasing challenge to 
journalism. 

 The rise in citizen journalism 

is threatening traditional 

news values. 

 We must ask ourselves can

we rely on the information 

that these bloggers provide us with?



“You bust your rear to get stories in the paper, then watch 

bloggers grab traffic talking about your work. All the while 

your bosses are laying off other reporters, citing circulation 

declines, as analysts talk about newspapers losing audience 

to the Web. It's not hard to understand why many newspaper 

journalists would come to view blogs as parasites, sucking 

the life from their newsrooms.” 

 Online Journalism Review. Robert Niles looks at Journalists 

tendency to refer to blogging as parasitic

Blogging as a parasitic medium



“Most people don‟t believe blogs have the same credibility 

as the long –standing pillars of journalism…saying „I read it 
on XYZ blog, so it must be true‟ still carries little weight in a 
serious discussion, whereas, „I read it in the Washington 

Post,‟ gives you instant authority.” - Mark Morford, columnist for 

the San Francisco Chronicle.

Credibility of Blogs 



 Journalism is based on fact but many blogs 
are based on opinion.

•The problem here is that 
many people can't tell the 
difference between the two 
which leads to slanted news 
reporting. People turn to 
these news blogs for 
information but this is not 
what they leave with. For 
this reason blogs are 
threatening and destroying 
the objectivity that 
traditional journalism has 
strived to protect.



 Blogging is changing 
journalistic values. 

 Journalism  shapes 
agendas and people‟s 
attitudes

 Blogging  is passive 
and shies away from 
so-called “traditional 
journalism”



 Blogging essentially represents a free-for-all 
pile-up of news.

It doesn‟t respect traditional 
news values and it places less of 
an emphasis on how newsworthy 
a story is.

Problems with Blogging



 News values, rules and 
formulas are essential for 
journalists. If these 
structures are ignored by 
bloggers, journalistic 
integrity is compromised. 
Bloggers tend to promote 
opinion over news stories or 
at least in addition to. Putting 
comment alongside a 
straight news story is non-
traditional. 

 For some this is sacrilege, for 
others it is evolution. 



 A question of structure 

  Far from following the 
inverted pyramid, a blog can 
appear like a stream of 
consciousness from the 
writer, with little attention 
paid to a classic traditional 
news structure. 



 Rather than contain the 
whole story, a blog is 
essentially an open 
window. Maybe not even 
the starting point, but 
rather a link in a series of 
chains. 

Freedom of Blogs



 A blogger doesn‟t have to follow rules.

 Why not? 

 Because there are no specific masters to 
serve. No editor. No boss. No defined 
readership. No history of values associated 
with the blog to protect it‟s freedom. It‟s your 
own voice. It‟s no wonder journalistic 
integrity suffers. In a world without rules, 
who cares? 





•Twitter, the fastest growing interactive 
platform.



 Seems to take on the form of a parrot, 
relaying information without expanding, 
analysing or commenting on it. 

 Linking is popular on Twitter too. While some 
will point to the 140 characters system 
employed by the service, it‟s worth noting 
that in many cases little or no opinion is even 
expressed. 



 Do we view Twitter in a positive or negative
light? It seems people are interested in news 
enough to link other users to it, but not 
actually discuss it. In this case, we can‟t view 
Twitter as a blog or a medium for journalistic 
content.



 “blogging isn‟t a form of journalism, it‟s a 

medium for it, and like all mediums something 
else shiny and new will come along and take its 
place. Is that in effect what Twitter has become?”



 105,779,710 registered users.
 300,000 new users sign up per day.
 60% of them are coming from outside the US.
 Twitter receives 180 million unique visitors per month.
 75% of Twitter traffic comes from third-party applications.
 60% of all tweets come from third-party apps.
 In a year Twitter has gone from employing 25  175

people
 There are 600 million search queries on Twitter per day.
 There are more than 100,000 Twitter applications.
 37% of active Twitter users use their phone to tweet

Figures released at 
Twitter Chirp 

conference show the 
site has grown vastly



 Mark Coughlan of The Story 
said 

◦ “Twitter has changed the face of 

blogging, where in the past older 
blogs would have often updated 
providing merely a link as their 
entire post, they have now moved 
on to Twitter, a service that is 
more suitable for hyper linking 
and URL shortening.” 



Blogs are not a financial threat to mainstream 
news media, depite what many media 

anlaysts say (Lowrey and Mackey)



 “More than six in 
10 Americans say 
they do not know 
what a blog is, and 
of the 66 percent of 
Americans who 
were Internet users 
in 2005, 4 percent 
said they regularly 
used blogs for 
news information 
(Lenhart and Fox, 
2006).



 “Blogs are not yet 
serious competitors for 
advertising revenue. 
Advertisers spent $49.4 
billion on US newspapers
in 2005 (Newspaper 
Association of America, 
2007), while ad spending 
on blogs in 2005 was 
between $10 million and 
$15 million (Foege, 
2006).”



 J Blogs are blogs that are maintained by 
professional journalists. Example: Tales from 
Talbot Towers, The Story.

 Susan Robinson says that 
◦ “mainstream journalism weblogs are now occupying 

a role serving to reify traditional norms even as the 
j-bloggers shift those standard values. When 
journalists blog, they engage in postmodern 
reporting and writing even as they are attempting 
to reclaim journalism authority online. The j-blog 
has already begun to evolve traditional notions of 
the mainstream press.”



 Mark Coughlan of 

TheStory.ie says that 

◦ “blogs like IrishEconomy, 

IrelandAfterNama, 
ProgressiveEconomy, 

TrueEconomics and 

TurbelenceAhead are all 

contributing, via citations 

or osmosis of their opinions by
commentators due to the availability of said opinions, 
to the national debate. That's only in the field of 
economics. Current affairs blogs are also seeing 
continuous reference (or semi-plagarism) in the 
national media.”



 “For example, the geographers at 

NUI Maynooth blogged their 
research on ghost estates on 
IrelandAfterNama - this resulted 
in national media coverage, 
second item on the Six One, off-
lead in The Irish Times. The 
author of the research told me 
that no journalists would have 
read the details had they simply 
emailed it to newsdesks in PDF 
form.”

Mark Coughlan



 “Additionally, the news 

media is becoming more 
like blogs. Blogs are 
becoming more like 
news media. The two 
fields are merging. It's 
not about both dying, it's 
about something better 
being born.”



 Having examined both sides and having 
spoken to an online media professional we 
think it is fair to conclude that;

Blogging does not challenge  journalism but 
in fact it actually creates further opportunities 
for journalism.



 Are Blogs and 
journalism separate or 
the same?

 Are Blogs destroying 
traditional journalism 
or are they creating 
further opportunities 
for the industry?

 Is Twitter a news 
source?


